At rest — a coaster with strings

In ACTION — a SWINGER!
Congratulations! You now own one of the most amazingly practical devices
known to SCIENCE.
Hand-crafted from nature’s own miracle material PLEXIGLAS® to give you
years of rugged service.
—At work—
—In the home—
—With those special friends—
—As a third hand at cocktail parties—
Your SWINGER will be your constant companion. Quietly, yet effectively, it
keeps your beverages where they belong — not down your leg or on the carpet.
And! When you reach your destination, your SWINGER becomes a handsome
coaster (with genuine leather decorative attachments) ready at hand wherever you
choose to go. No more looking about frantically for a coaster when you have a
SWINGER!

Instructions for Use.
1. POUR your beverage in the usual way into your cup, goblet or other
container.
2. SET the container on the specially designed PLEXIGLAS® SWINGER
platform, toward the center.
3. RAISE the elegant leather support system by inserting a finger into the loop.
4. GO — Wherever you like, at whatever speed you choose, without fear of
embarrassing spills.
POUR – SET – RAISE – GO! That's all there is to it! Try it now! See for yourself!

CAUTION!
Do not bump into things with your SWINGER.

Why the SWINGER Works: Myths and Facts
Myth: The liquid is glued in the cup.
Fact: This may be the case for some liquids, but is not the true explanation.
Myth: The strings hold the liquid in.
Fact: This can’t be true. Have you ever seen strings hold liquid?
Myth: The strings hold the cup in.
Fact: This appears to be true. In fact, however, if there were some other way to hang
the platform, the strings would not be needed. And even if you hold the cup, why
doesn’t the liquid slosh, smarty?
Myth: Your karma, transmitted through the leather, prevents accidents.
Fact: This is partially true. Caution: do not attempt to rely on this explanation in other
settings.
Myth: There is something special about PLEXIGLAS®.
Fact: This is the true explanation.

Adjusting your SWINGER.
Every SWINGER has been carefully adjusted and factory tested and is guaranteed to
work in both Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Should your SWINGER become
out of adjustment from use, simply loosen one or more of the knots slightly, reposition
them on their strings and retighten.

Tricks with your SWINGER.
Once you get the hang of your SWINGER, you will want to show off for friends,
relatives, pets or strangers. Many tricks are possible. To learn more, send $56.95 to
SWINGER, 2560 Harris Street, Eugene OR, 97405. Ask for the book Working with
SWINGERS – a Practical Approach. It contains suggestions for care of your SWINGER
and instructions for such tricks as
Going a-Milking
Around the World and Back (an outdoor trick)
The Corner Expert
A SWINGER Party
Bath Time
and many more.
AND NOW! You can see videos of real people using SWINGERs at
www.uoregon.edu/~wright/swingers_in_action
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